Mumbai Terror Attacks

The Mumbai attacks were a group of terrorist attacks that took place in November , when 10 members of
Lashkar-e-Taiba, an Islamic terrorist.This is a list of terrorist incidents in India. In July , Government of India released
data on a . November 26, , Mumbai attacks Mumbai, , , Verdict given. January 1, , Guwahati bombings Assam, 6, April
6.Read CNN's Fast Facts to learn more about the terror attacks in Mumbai, India, which took place November 7 hours
ago David Coleman Headley, the US national who worked with Pakistan's ISI and was one of the main conspirators in
the 26/11 Mumbai terror.According to Bruce Riedel, Lashkar e Tayyiba, the terrorist group behind the Mumbai attacks,
is now probably the most dangerous terror group in the world.Five years ago, the city of Mumbai was attacked by
Pakistani terrorists in the most important terror attack since 9/ The 10 terrorists' tactics have been copied.The National
Security Committee (NSC) which met yesterday had condemned the "fallacious" statement by Sharif about the Mumbai
terror.Mumbai terror attack Latest Breaking News, Pictures, Videos, and Special Reports from The Economic Times.
Mumbai terror attack Blogs, Comments and.Pakistan's Interior Ministry has abruptly removed the chief prosecutor from
the Mumbai terror attack case for "not taking the government line".Terrorist who declared 'war on Crusaders, Jews'
campaigning in Pakistan election Pakistan begins seizing charities linked to Mumbai attacks mastermind .Britons and
Americans were among dozens of hostages taken by gunmen in co- ordinated terror attacks across Bombay which left
more than 80 people dead.These days we rush from one media story to another, trying to keep up with the latest terrorist
attack. Yesterday Paris; today London; tomorrow, who knows?.Pakistan's Interior Ministry has abruptly removed the
chief prosecutor from the Mumbai terror attack case for.Employees and guests using curtains to escape the Taj Mahal
Palace & Tower hotel during the terrorist attacks in Mumbai (Bombay), November Lorenzo.Because covering a terror
attack isn't as cool as it sounds. By Joanna Lobo. The Daily Dose NOV 26 Hello, may I speak to Srijit? Yes,
speaking..Get all the latest news and updates on Mumbai Terror Attack only on News com. Read all news including
political news, current affairs and news headlines.The terrorist rampage that gripped the world for three days began in
silence as eight killers stepped from a boat on to a dark city beach.
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